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50 Shades of Green, cartoon by Josh.
Webpage: http://cates1980.wixsite.com/cateswebsite
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/robert.piller.3979

Jeffrey’s Take: Can New GMO Pesticides Change How Your DNA Functions?
https://www.responsibletechnology.org/jeffreys-take-can-new-gmo-pesticides-changehow-your-dna-functions/
Maximize your chances for living a long, healthy life and turn your world into one
where health comes naturally.
https://livelonger.byhealthmeans.com/

THE entire rationale for wind turbines is to stop global warming climate change by
reducing the amount of CO2 being returned to the atmosphere from the burning of fossil
fuels.

THE energy required for a helicopter to de-ice all the blades on a wind farm must
outweigh any supposed saving in CO2 by a factor of 100 or more. Notwithstanding that
no wind farm has saved a gram of CO2 due to construction and the necessary spinning
reserve.
THE attached picture, taken from a wind farm in Sweden, is a metaphor for the complete
insanity of the mad rush into useless UNreliables – wind and solar. Symbolic ‘energy’
gestures to the folly of ‘green’ madness that fail both physically and financially wherever
installed.
THIS one photo alone sums up the collective era of eco-stupidity that we live in today,
where rational thought, logic, reason and common sense has been gleefully abandoned
for enormous amounts of public money with valuable resources needlessly sacrificed.
AND, who pays? You pay!
https://climatism.blog/2019/01/12/green-jobs-helicopter-de-icing-for-wind-turbines/
Climatism.

Cradle to Grave.
Back in the day, when I was a Friends of the Earth wildlife coordinator, they
had this extremely foresighted cradle to grave philosophy. An ideal, which stood
them in good stead for decades, sadly abandoned with their increasingly insane
support for wind.

Birth: A dystopian lake filled by the world’s tech lust.

Life: The wholesale obliteration of birds, bats and flying insects throughout the
entire working span..........

…..... and, with failing health issues for many, falling property values, political
divides and the general alienation of those living with the consequences.

Death: Finally the vast swathes of land required to eventually dispose of them.
A sad end to such a fine principle.

Sustainability.
The common assumption is all we need do is to turn the world's surface into one
giant green-industrialisation complex and everything will come right from then
on. Once done it is again rather falsely assumed we can continue with our
frivolous lifestyles with no other thoughts for the planet. But far from helping
this generally only adds to yet further destruction.

It's like a creeping cancer threatening to invade horizon to horizon.
A much more rational solution would be to allow the rainforests to earn their
keep thus enabling them to save themselves many many times over. If carried
out properly by environmentalists, keeping commerce well out of the way, this
could earn vast sums for funding for conservation projects around the world.
Another way might be to impose huge inaffordable tariffs on all passenger
flights and meat although just how popular that might prove to be could only be
guessed. Meanwhile farming in general has been getting away with murder for
decades so that too could be forced to change.

These of course are simple straightforward enough solutions that could go a
very long way towards helping both with the carbon issue and the climate
without destroying every last lifeform on the planet. And indeed the idea of
creating wealth out of planting up habitat, provided it's done well and
sensitively, could turn out to be a real planet saver.
But as it is we're up against those who's only thoughts on 'saving' things is to go
down this heavily industrialised route by trampling on every last thing and
alienating everyone along the way.
….....................................................................................................................................
Puffins Pummelled: Offshore Wind Turbines Annihilating Britain’s Seabirds:

Entire Species Threatened
Plans to erect thousands more of these things around Britain’s coasts, spell the death
knell for millions of seabirds, with several species under threat.
While Greta frets about global incineration and mass extinctions, the wind industry is
doing a very fine job of extinguishing millions of birds and bats, every year. Indeed,
entire species are under threat, including Europe’s Red Kite and Tasmania’s Wedge
Tailed Eagle. More generally, there’s a wave of avian carnage wherever the wind
industry plies it subsidy-soaked trade; and offshore is no exception.
The offshore wind industry is already exacting a phenomenal toll on a whole range of
seabirds in the waters surrounding Britain. However, if Boris Johnson’s plans to carpet
Britain’s coasts with more of these things come to fruition, then expect to see the
wholesale wipeout of entire species, including the iconic puffin.

Puffins and other seabirds will be driven to extinction by Boris Johnson’s plan to power
Britain with ‘limitless’ offshore wind energy by 2030, the RSPB has warned. The
conservation charity has urged the Government to keep its objectives ‘in harmony with
nature’, recommending to build solar and panels wind in areas with a lower level of
biodiversity. It follows the Prime Minister earlier this month setting out a green energy
plan, which will see thousands of coastal turbines built in the coming years.
Puffins are listed in the red category of conservation importance, meaning there has
been at least a 50 per cent decline in their UK breeding population over the last 25
years. Seabirds can get caught in the sharp propellers of offshore wind farms, which are
also frequently set up in shallow waters where the animals feed.
A spokesperson for the charity told The Telegraph: ‘Without transforming how we plan
development in our seas alongside the delivery of meaningful conservation measures,
these combined threats risk irreversible seabird losses.’ Gareth Cunningham, the
RSPB’s principal marine policy officer, explained to MailOnline: ‘The Government need
to plan how to move and tackle the climate change threat as well as the ecological
threat. ‘We can’t solve one without damaging the other so we need to do these
developments in harmony with nature, which is why we’re concerned about the scale of
ambition. ‘Moving to cleaner energy should definitely be recommended, it’s just about
the way that we get there.’
He added: ‘We would like to see the Government take a strong steer in deciding where
these developments happen, how they are resourced and make sure plans are moved
into areas with lower or zero impact on seabird populations. ‘We really need to think
about the plan being led with nature in mind rather than nature as a secondary
consideration.’ The charity is particularly concerned about the kittiwake population,
which forages for food in shallow waters, and gannets. Mr Cunningham said: ‘Areas
suitable for wind farm development also happen to be foraging areas for these seabirds.
‘If you’re a species trying to recover numbers you need more chicks each year, so any
impact can snowball into a bigger effect.’ Mr Johnson has pledged to move at ‘gale
force speed’ to make Britain the world leader in offshore wind technology and create up
to 60,000 jobs. His announcement will see the Government invest £160million in
upgrading ports and infrastructure in areas including Teesside and the Humber to help
manufacture and install the next generation of offshore turbines. The Prime Minister
also pledged to install 1GW of floating turbines around the coast – 15 times the world’s
total current capacity.
A report published by Aurora Energy Research suggested increasing the offshore target
to 40GW could ultimately cost £50 billion. The firm said: ‘Analysis by Aurora Energy
Research shows that reaching the 40GW by 2030 target will require 30GW of capacity to
be commissioned during the 2020s- three times as much as that installed during the
2010s.

‘This would require one turbine to be installed every weekday during the whole of the
2020s, and almost £50bn in capital investment.’ Downing Street previously said ‘it is not
about government investment alone’ when the Prime Minister’s Official Spokesman was
asked about the £50bn cost estimate. Labour’s shadow energy secretary Ed Miliband
said the UK’s commitment to green energy ‘pales in comparison’ to its European
neighbours. He earlier said: ‘Nothing in the Prime Minister’s re-announcement today on
wind energy targets will tackle the immediate jobs crisis our country faces.
‘We need ambition on renewable energy, but Boris Johnson rarely delivers on his
rhetoric.’ Mr Johnson said that his wind power pledge would mean ‘your kettle, your
washing machine, your cooker, your heating, your plug-in electric vehicle – the whole lot
of them will get their juice cleanly and without guilt from the breezes that blow around
these islands’. He added: ‘I remember how some people used to sneer at wind power,
20 years ago, and say that it wouldn’t pull the skin off a rice pudding. ‘They forgot the
history of this country. It was offshore wind that puffed the sails of Drake and Raleigh
and Nelson, and propelled this country to commercial greatness.’
A government spokesperson told MailOnline: ‘The UK is a global leader when it comes
to protecting our seas and we are working closely with partners, including the RSPB and
the renewable energy sector, to identify ways to manage and mitigate the potential
impacts of renewable energy sources.
‘We are proud of the protection our iconic seabird populations enjoy through our
extensive network of Special Protection Areas and we are going further by developing a
Seabird Conservation Strategy to mitigate the range of other pressures our seabirds are
facing.’
https://stopthesethings.com/2020/10/30/puffins-pummelled-offshore-wind-turbinesannihilating-britains-seabirds-entire-species-threatened/

The RSPB. Although critical retains firmly on its position of mitigation rather
than opposition. Revealing as ever just how useless they are.

Boris Johnson.
The biggest twonk this country has known for a very long time. He is easily the
most dangerous leader we have seen probably since Churchill. I don't like him
and I sure as hell don't trust him. He has this enormous great ego with hardly a
braincell in his head, to me this makes for one highly dangerous individual
we've got running the country, and he only won his landslide by not mentioning
his real intentions once. Take a look at what he's dumped on us since he took
office:
Biotech GMOs flooding the countryside, the complete abandonment of albeit
non-existent planning laws, the steaming ahead with mass-bird-killing machines,
and now he's quite probably sold out the nation's fish to the EU. I'll be looking
into the details of what these all mean for next month's report.

Over 500 animals slaughtered as Portuguese estate makes way for massive solar
energy park

Over 500 animals have been slaughtered in a walled estate in Azambuja purportedly
making way for a massive solar energy park. Uproar began over social media last
weekend after photographs of ‘the massacre’ were uploaded by some of the Spanish
hunters who had taken part. “We did it again!” extolled one in English, then reverting to
Spanish to proclaim a ‘super record hunt!’: 540 animals with 16 hunters’. The horror of
the incident was outlined by the Silvino Lúcio, vice-president of Azambuja town council,
who told online Fundamental that this couldn’t be called ‘a hunt’. It was a massacre, he
stressed: “Those animals had no way of escape… they were confined within the
property’s walls” and the forest that should have afforded them some protected has been
denuded.
It was a ‘cull’, in other words, of deer and wild boar as the estate itself is planning a
gigantic solar park, despite being designated as an ecological Reserve (REN). News of
the solar park came during this pandemic year – and has generated ‘revolt’, particularly
among environmentalists. But that ‘revolt’ is nothing on the repulsion generated by the
images of last weekend’s carnage. Azambuja council appears to be taking the matter
further: has complained to the ICNF (forestries institute) and to central government (see
below). Say reports today, the hunt was organised at Herdade/ Quinta Torre Bela by
Spanish company ‘Hunting Spain Portugal Monteros de la Cabra’.
Local paper O Mirante and national tabloid Correio da Manhã both refer to Hunting
Spain Portugal (initially described as Hunting Pains Portugal) as an organisation that
organises hunts in Spain and Portugal every year. CM suggests the owners of Torre
Bela ‘guaranteed the hunt went ahead in land designated as a hunting zone’. But such
has been the level of disgust that today minister for the environment João Pedro Matos
Fernandes has revoked with immediate effect Torre Bela’s hunting licence.

Says Diário de Notícias, Matos Fernandes has been “shocked” – describing the online
post showing the lines of dead animals as a “vile act of bragging”. Political party PAN is
also hotly pursuing this horror about which no official public entity appears to have had
forewarning. Latest news via TSF radio is that an investigation is underway with Public
Ministry personnel already ‘on the ground’. Matos Fernandes told TSF this morning that
those involved will “very probably be criminalised”. He was referring to ‘the organisers,
those who have the (hunting) licence and very possibly the hunters who took part’.
At this point it’s impossible to tell whether the furore will affect the massive solar energy
installation planned for Torre Bela – an area described by local paper Valor Local in
September as “equivalent to 775 football pitches but which jars with the fact that it is
also forest and agricultural land, surrounded by a unit of particular landscape”. Stresses
O Mirante online: “Portuguese environment agency APA is evaluating the environmental
impact study for the installation of more than 650,000 solar panels at Quinta da Torre
Bela. Last week Azambuja municipal council had a meeting with representatives of the
firms responsible for the installation of the panels who guaranteed the preservation of
the biodiversity of Quinta da Torre”.
https://www.portugalresident.com/over-500-animals-slaughtered-as-portuguese-estatemakes-way-for-massive-solar-energy-park/
Natasha Donn.

…........................................................................................................................

Tell President-elect Biden that We Need an Organic USDA . Since the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) sits at the nexus of complex and systemic problems that need
urgent attention—pesticide-dependent genetically engineered crops, the integrity of
certified organic agriculture, and the climate crisis—the choice of the agency's head is
critical to meeting the challenges necessary to sustaining life.
USDA has long been a big promoter of chemical-intensive agriculture. With Presidentelect Joe Biden committed to priorities of addressing health care, systemic racism, and
climate change, the time is now for USDA to change the way it does business. We need
an organic advocate in the Secretary of Agriculture, who must be committed to
transitioning chemical-intensive agriculture to organic practices—thereby eliminating
petroleum-based pesticides and synthetic fertilizers, sequestering atmospheric carbon,
protecting farmworker and farmer health, delivering a safe food supply, and ensuring
clean air, water, and healthy terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
Tell President-elect Biden to appoint an organic leader as USDA Secretary. The purview
of USDA is far-ranging—from SNAP (food stamps) to agricultural support programs to
research to inspections and other regulations. And the National Organic Program.
Research includes programs promoting pesticides and genetically engineered crops.
USDA's history with President-elect Biden's priority issues has not been good
historically.
Promotion of chemical-intensive production hurts health as well as the environment and
leads to increased climate change. Chemical-intensive agriculture is systemically racist
—disproportionately exposing black, indigenous, and people of color to hazardous
chemicals from their production through use and disposal, while food deserts in low
income neighborhoods offer low quality processed food contaminated with chemical
residues.
We need an organic leader at USDA—a catalyst who will promote healthy organic food
for all, as well as agricultural production practices that prevent climate change and
environmental degradation. Tell President-elect Biden to appoint an organic leader as
USDA Secretary. Thank you.
https://secure.everyaction.com/9xZA4zPWO0m7iAvPbf4H4A2
Beyond Pesticides.

Tackling climate-change by changing policies instead of mass wind farm
expansion.

One of our favorite headlines from the clever parody site The Onion reads, "China Vows
To Begin Aggressively Falsifying Air Pollution Numbers."
Once again parody has a way of becoming reality.
Last Saturday the UN held an online "Climate Ambition Summit," and China used the
occasion to play the rest of the world for fools.
China has been using a provision in the Paris Climate Accord called "common but
differentiated responsibilities" to demand that the United States and other nations slash
emissions while China continues to build coal plants as fast as its economy will allow.
This is a surefire way to continue the massive shift of manufacturing from the free world
to China.
Chinese Communist Party General Secretary Xi Jinping tried to cover China's rapidly
expanding emissions by offering vague promises far down the road. He told the UN
summit that China agreed merely to “aim” at capping their emissions by 2030, and will
then try and be “carbon neutral” by 2060. Any theoretical Chinese economic pain would
occur long after Secretary Xi has departed this world, if ever.
Green pressure groups accept this ruse at face value. They dare not criticize China for
fear of jeopardizing their funding and ability to operate in China.
.
China accounts for over 28% of worldwide emissions and is growing rapidly. The U.S.
accounts for only 15% of world emissions and, thanks to the fracking revolution, has
used natural gas to dramatically slash its own emissions (if that's your thing). The
Greens, however, persist in treating China as a saint and the U.S. as the sinner.
China should not be judged by its words, but only by its actions.
It is axiomatic that Socialists always lie. Saying one thing while planning another is
fundamental to the way China operates.
Under the Sino-British Joint Declaration of 1984, China promised to respect the
individual freedom and democratic traditions of the people of Hong Kong. China
assured the British that Hong Kong could rely on a future under which there would be
"one country, two systems." 2020 has been a rough year for everyone, but particularly
for the people of Hong Kong as China stripped them of their liberties and is now blatantly
arresting those who dissent.
Watch out Taiwan.
For China, climate change is nothing more than a ruse de guerre they employ to throttle
their competition, grow their economy and build their worldwide influence and might.
Craig Rucker.

Covid Vaccine. Some of the 'facts' you may not have heard of.
The Oxford and AstraZeneca, the vaccine currently being pushed through by
the UK government, is a GMO cold virus extracted from chimpanzees' shit,
modified so it's no longer a threat as is claimed by the studies. Given the tiniest
possibility this virus could still be a threat they presumably know how AIDS and
HIV began?
Back in past many vaccines had mercury additives which went under the more
reassuring name of thimerosal. Whether these current ones contain it I don't
know but something we should all bear in mind is that autism saw a huge rise at
the time the 3 in 1 vaccine were being dished out. Thimerosal or whatever name
they want to dress it up with is still mercury symbol Hg.
What's not commonly known too is that manufacturers of unlicensed vaccines
may have immunity, in whole or in part, from prosecution should things go
wrong. And in the US they seem to have taken this a stage further.
The authorities are telling us we should check our sources so here they are.

CORONAVIRUS: TRIALS OF THE OXFORD VACCINE
The vaccine is made from a common cold-causing virus – a so called adenovirus –
isolated from the stools of chimpanzees and genetically altered to cripple it, so that it
cannot grow in humans, including children, the elderly and anyone with a pre-existing
condition such as diabetes. The team changed several parts of the adenovirus genetic
code so it was vanishingly unlikely to mutate back to its wild state.
This is a well-studied kind of vaccine and has been used safely in thousands of subjects
in previous trials for different vaccines.
The chimpanzee virus was further genetically altered to create the vaccine.
Compressing five years of work into four months, Sarah Gilbert, modified the adenovirus
to make the “spike” protein that this coronavirus uses to invade human cells.
While the virus’ genetic code comes in the form of the long chain-like chemical RNA, the
code of our cells, and that of the adenovirus is written in the form of DNA.
https://www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/blog/coronavirus-trials-of-the-oxford-vaccine/

What COVID vaccine results mean for the pandemic
Researchers caution against making head-to-head comparisons of vaccines on the
basis of incomplete data. The disparity in the latest results means there will be
considerable uncertainty over precisely how well the Oxford vaccine protects against
COVID-19 until ongoing efficacy trials report more data, say scientists. “We’re slightly in
danger of rushing to compare apples and oranges,” says Daniel Altmann, an
immunologist at Imperial College London. “There’s a long, long way to go before these
data settle down and get reported and published in full.”
The Oxford–AstraZeneca vaccine is made from a cold-causing adenovirus that was
isolated from the stool of chimpanzees and modified so that it no longer replicates in
cells. When injected, the vaccine instructs human cells to produce the SARS-CoV-2
spike protein — the immune system’s main target in coronaviruses. The vaccine
entered phase III efficacy trials before other front runners, including Pfizer and Moderna,
and trials are continuing in countries including the United States, South Africa, Japan
and Russia. The 23 November analysis is based on 131 COVID-19 cases among more
than 11,000 trial participants in the United Kingdom and Brazil, up to 4 November.
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-03326-w

What is thimerosal? Is it the same as mercury?
Thimerosal is a compound that contains mercury. Mercury is a metal found naturally in
the environment.
Why is thimerosal used in some vaccines?
Because it prevents the growth of dangerous microbes, thimerosal is used as a
preservative in multi-dose vials of flu vaccines, and in two other childhood vaccines, it is
used in the manufacturing process. When each new needle is inserted into the multidose vial, it is possible for microbes to get into the vial. The preservative, thimerosal,
prevents contamination in the multi-dose vial when individual doses are drawn from it.
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/hcp/patient-ed/conversations/downloads/vacsafethimerosal-color-office.pdf

Unlicensed vaccine manufacturers are immune from some, but not all, civil
liability.
So the government could authorise the supply of an unlicensed Covid-19 vaccine,
although, to be clear, unlicensed does not mean untested. Any Covid-19 vaccine rolled
out to the public, unlicensed or not, will still go through clinical trials. Licensing usually
takes place after a vaccine has undergone various trials and can typically take weeks or
even months.

Any decision to fast track unlicensed vaccines would be a decision made nationally and
not by individual suppliers. Manufacturers “cannot generally be sued in the civil courts
for the consequences resulting from the use of an unlicensed product, or a new use of a
licensed product, that a national licensing authority is recommending in order to deal
with certain specific health threats”, according to a government consultation document.
It has also been recently reported that at least one potential Covid-19 vaccine
manufacturer, AstraZeneca, has been exempted from future product liability claims with
most of the countries it has supply agreements with. The article states it is not clear
which specific countries this is, but it does have a supply agreement with Britain.
https://fullfact.org/health/unlicensed-vaccine-manufacturers-are-immune-some-not-allcivil-liability/

42 U.S. Code § 300aa–22 - Standards of responsibility
No vaccine manufacturer shall be liable in a civil action for damages arising from a
vaccine-related injury or death associated with the administration of a vaccine after
October 1, 1988, if the injury or death resulted from side effects that were unavoidable
even though the vaccine was properly prepared and was accompanied by proper
directions and warnings.
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/300aa-22

Whilst we're not saying don't take the vaccine you may at least like to read the
often quite well hidden small print before going ahead.

Decathlon Cartridges.
Designed for the sole purpose of gunning down thrushes and other song birds.

https://www.change.org/p/decathlon-decathlon-must-stop-promoting-slaughter-ofsongbirds/psf/promote_or_share

Please write to Decathlon.
PersonalData@decathlon.co.uk;

Or check them out on their facebook page.
https://www.facebook.com/decathlonuk

Some of the letters received concerning the US elections and wind farms.
I read the pure trash in your last email! It seems you and your ilk adore Trumputin
instead of giving people who actually give a fuck a chance!!!!!
Lynn Roebuck.
The conspiracy theories you are propagating throughout are deeply unhelpful to the
causes you are seeking to advance.
Rowan Martin.
Guys that worked on wind farms in West Texas told me they found about 15 dead ducks
or geese under them.
Sonja Cole Sayle.
Sad image and these poor raptors are just a few of millions that have been killed by this
industry. Green energy is a deep state operation and has been for decades. These
filthy rich, criminal bastards have been rigging everything to keep it going and now
they've rigged America's 2020 election.
Our country is being overrun with liars and criminals. These Conservation group frauds
fit right into the mix. Didn't hear a peep from any of them them when a 700 ft turbines
were going to be put up literally right next to Marbled Murrelet, old growth nesting trees
in Humboldt County. People like me speaking up and those willing to sue had to shut
them down. Never heard a word from them about all the Spotted Owls that have
disappeared from the region around the Hatchet Ridge Wind Project. Habitat is there
but now they're missing, which is a routine turbine impact. Now another massive wind
turbine project, with far bigger 700 ft turbines and far more deadly tip speeds, is being
planned in more spotted owl habitat. Still not a word.
They say they want to save them...........My ass. They want to make money off them.
Jim Wiegand.
All animal populations suffer mortality. Deaths include starvation, predation, accidents,
and so forth. The important issue with any morality factor is whether the loss is
compensatory or additive, that is, whether the loss reduces the breeding population.
Wind generation deaths for any species must be assessed before drawing conclusions.
Please provide a link or two to analyses that support your comments.
Jim Cooper.

Jim Wiegand.
What's this supposed to prove? It's some dead bird's with windmills in the background
are they roadkill? Have they been shot or poisoned? A friend of mine has an industrial
unit beside one and says he's never seen a dead bird under it in the last decade. I'm not
saying that it never happens but I am saying that it's rare and this picture is pure
propaganda for the gullible.
Stuart Beard.
We have come to a turning point where we can make serious changes/materialistic
acquisition sacrifices that will not only ensure our own survival, but also the survival of all
the other species upon this planet, or we can continue along the path of selfish
materialistic gain and everyone dies except probably microbial life. Along the simulation
theory lines, humans always go extinct because like the proverbial scorpion on the frogs
back, it's in our nature. If I were part of an advanced species testing the worthiness of a
planets species to determine if they would respect all other life forms that exist in the
expanse of the universe, I would most likely devise a plan where the studied species has
to make a choice to preserve itself, or choose to attempt to preserve all life. In a nutshell
I would not want a selfish species roaming the galaxy. If this somehow be the case with
our known reality, we are seriously blowing it.
Toby Ruiz.

Where's the site? When was it and over what sort of period and evidence is need that
they were all collected from the site and were killed by turbines otherwise they could
have died in other circumstances and been brought to the site to be photographed. Who
found them etc. You see what I mean about needing proof otherwise you just get shot
down. If they all came from the same site then video evidence should have been
produced showing them where they fell and what damage they suffered. Collecting
them and putting them in one place and taking a photograph which does not even show
their injuries would not be classed as evidence. It reminds me of a photograph I saw of
a horse stretched out in a field. We were told it had died from infrasound. There was no
evidence the horse was even dead, let alone what it died from. We have had horses for
55 years and they all lie stretched out in the field on a good day for short periods of time,
looking dead. Always have proof!
We need more evidence but it has to be just that - concrete proof. If we just stick up a
load of photos of dead animals with no proof how they died then it makes us as bad as
the wind farm industry and does us no good whatsoever, the reverse in fact. A man
contacted us a few years ago who said all the hares near his home had died and he
blamed it on the wind farm which was 5km from his property. We asked if he had
reported it to the police wildlife liaison officer who would pick up the carcasses and have
post mortems done to establish the cause of death. He hadn't bothered, preferring to
maintain it was down to the wind farm without producing any evidence. Now if for some
reason it had been proven that it was due to the wind farm then that would have been a
bonus for us but instead everyone was left wondering...... and it didn't do us any favours.

After we'd replied back we then received this.
In an ideal world but who is paying for the cameras, who is risking setting them up, even
if you could find somewhere suitable on a wind farm site where no-one would notice and
who has the time to wade through thousands of hours of footage? I bet if you ask you
won't get many volunteers if any! Then there is the problem that they don't dispute that
turbines kill bats and birds but believe they go through such a rigorous process in the UK
and are so well sited that they don't kill too many. That's the debate of course how many
do they kill? A lot more than they think or admit to no doubt but without proof we can't do
anything so there you are back again to who pays and does all the work to get the
evidence? Will you? It needs young people to do this sort of thing!
Of course feel free to use anything that has been made public on this page. Long
blades with minimal ground clearance are going to be the future because they generate
more profit for the operator. I believe many more birds of all species will die if we don't
nip it in the bud but I can't pretend to be an expert in birds only an observer from my own
back yard. The other thing to consider is that some wind farms will no doubt kill more
birds than others; how do you pick which ones to monitor even if you had the volunteers
and money to do it? And supposing you struck lucky and found a wind farm that kills
many, they are not going to take it down! Once they are up, they are up and the
argument would be that just because one farm kills a lot of birds, it doesn't mean that
others do. What would you expect to gain other than proving one wind farm kills more
birds than anticipated?
Willie Jackson

Our replies to the highlighted bits:
Conservation is always very quiet on matters they don't want raised and
likewise too is the news media.
If it's a 'link or two of evidence' you want then here they are.
A Case Against the RSPB. See pages 29-33 for who's paying this 'conservation
group' their wages.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_8183b59e65b646ba912315b53efb38d7.pdf

See a Vulture being hit.....
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NAAzBArYdw

….and Bats being hit.
https://youtu.be/mUhEnEMcolA

Perhaps also consider the political backlash.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_27bf1d8c525844f78f70509fd7cca46c.pdf

Moving on now to what I think most will agree is the most constructive letter.
I more than most am well aware of this need for proof. I'd be the first to admit
there's precious little of it even though there is plenty of circumstantial evidence
of bird populations mysteriously crashing within a few short years or so of a
wind farm going up. But this is not to say dead birds images don't have their
place. They are a powerful visual tool in the fight against wind farms, or when
trying to get its supporters to see through the green fog, even though I agree
they are not actually 'proof' of course.
If cameras were more frequently set up this would no doubt gather considerably
more indisputable evidence than we have at the moment. As it is the only real
stuff we have is this below and the lack of more is doing our cause no good at all.
A Vulture being hit. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NAAzBArYdw
Bats being hit. https://youtu.be/mUhEnEMcolA

So if we need more evidence we have to get organised. We need people on the
ground with the commitment to carry this out, those who would be prepared to
take on this challenge, so let's then make this appeal and see what we get back.
It would be simple enough to rig some cameras up at various sites. Having got
the footage there would be hours of laborious imagery to wade through but
within it there should be some real gems people around the world could use very
effectively for campaigning purposes.
Doubts as to whether this could be done and who would do it.
Well it's either do it or stick with the appalling position of having no proof to
present. What kind of campaigning tactic would it be if no-one ever did
anything? Actual moving footage is what's required and then there can be no
arguing the birds were killed by another action. And OK it won't close down a
given site, as good an aim as this might be, but this wouldn't be the point of the
exercise in any case. The purpose would be to gain proof, the more of their
supporters can be won over onto our side, the more this will help us win the war
against these awful things. I'm often asked for proof, and I dare say rightly so,
but until we have more of it then the more difficult it will always be to win the
argument.
This is a war let's not be in any doubts. As with all wars they will never be won
by throwing our hands in the air and saying what's the point in doing anything.
So let's get real and get organised. If there are any of you who'd be prepared to
do this then here are a few tips:
Given that lifeforms are visually attracted to the rotating blades a site where there's a single
turbine might be easier. With many turbines, although this will draw in more action, you'll not
know exactly which turbine will be the one producing the goods.
Best avoid leaving valuable equipment around unattended unless it's very well hidden.
Be prepared for disappointment. Eventually if you stick with it you'll be surprised what you'll get.
Remember the birds, bats and flying insects are depending on us. We simply cannot let the other
side win without doing everything we can to oppose them. We need this proof for them so please
don't let them down.

Let's hope this idea catches on and that overwhelming evidence is gained to
swing opinion. Because the way things are going the world will find itself in a
very sorry state indeed if left to the way it's heading right now.

American business is terrified of the Greens.
Green / climate pressure groups love to spread the myth that corporations spend vast
sums to block their agenda.
The opposite is true. When Greens attack, business surrenders... and hands over
billions in payoffs.
Jeff Bezos built Amazon into a global powerhouse and became the world's richest man.
Bezos wants Amazon's astounding growth to go on unimpeded, so he's trying to
massively buy the Left off. Senior policy analyst Bonner Cohen reports at CFACT.org:
Bezos, the founder and CEO of Amazon and owner of the Washington Post, has
announced that he is giving $793 million to 16 environmental groups to fight climate
change and undertake other activities to save the planet. The largess comes from
Bezos’s Earth Fund and is, he says, “just the beginning of my $10 billion commitment to
fund scientists, activists, NGOs, and others.”
More than half of the donations are going to established, already well-funded green
groups, with $100 million grants each going to the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF),
the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC), the Nature Conservancy (TNC), the
World Resources Institute (WRI), and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF).
That's right. Bezos is paying billions to the most radical left-wing Greens to use to undo
the very free market prosperity that made Amazon possible.
What a craven bargain Bezos has made.
As Winston Churchill said, "An appeaser Is one who feeds a crocodile, hoping it will eat
him last."
Craig Rucker.

….....................................................................................................................................
Accountability for Killing Monkeys at NASA.
Please clink on link.
https://actionnetwork.org/letters/demand-accountability-for-the-killing-of-27-monkeys-atnasa

Right now I’m outside the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries to send them a special
message - all we want for Christmas is cameras on boats!

We’ve installed a Christmas tree outside the Ministry, covered in bycatch baubles penguins, dolphins and turtles - representing those killed by the unmonitored commercial
fishing industry. We’re here because New Zealand’s commercial fishing industry is
causing critical damage to the ocean and the animals that live there, and we’re calling on
the Government to implement cameras across the full fleet urgently.
Successive governments have repeatedly delayed implementing cameras on boats,
kicking the can further and further down the road. New Zealanders want better for the
oceans and all the animals that live there. To get the Government to listen, we need as
many people as possible to raise their voices and sign the petition demanding cameras
on boats. Will you be one of them?

For too long unmonitored commercial fishing vessels have operated out of sight, out of
mind, under-reporting the damage they’re doing to the ocean and its amazing creatures.
Together, we can change this. By bringing transparency to commercial fishing through
cameras, we can protect the oceans for the future.
Yes, I want to sign on to demand cameras on boats! Add my name.
This Christmas season, tell the Government that increased ocean protection is of the
utmost importance, and push them to prioritise it.
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F
%2Fclick.act.greenpeace.org.nz%2F%3Fqs
%3Dc0fde73bab46becf67ab041a0f23d8dcb9cf5fd5b25d753b98dbce8a1e77a6eb65897
b4a27499b272e34bf80546139e91e85eccf0fb3be8c3ed3fbe40d4075d1&data=04%7C01
%7C
%7C1cf96407f47c48d7707d08d89b1182e8%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa
%7C1%7C0%7C637429846791942498%7CUnknown
%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJ
XVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=R8NSDYog44%2Ftnh
%2FEXU9dBjEG1PDH1YvwhQUGYarVjbM%3D&reserved=0

….....................................................................................................................................

Humphrey

Neo-Namby-Pambyism. Why it's taken on such a destructive hold.

Dweebs rule OK.

Only those of us who were there or who followed this from the beginning may
have noticed this even happening but happened it most certainly has.

Were you there?
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_a465ce2872454a629e10ab64fe58af11.pdf

There was a time when things were going well when we were simply not going to
put up with the same old stuff we had in the past. Instead there was this radical
new way of getting things done. At last there were those with the audacity to do
the job in hand which then gave any one of us the chance to get involved too by
raising the funds needed for them to get on with it. Life back then was simple,
raise the funds and send it over to the boys in charge, then good conservation
efforts were thus assured.

Shortly after this iconic picture was taken things stepped up a notch.

These whaling boats were going nowhere.

With their engine rooms flooded with sea water these vessels were as good as
finished. But since those early pioneering days back in the late 1970s early 80s
things have taken a very down hill trajectory. Back then there was a spirit, a
certain attitude which clearly stated, “you're not going to do this to us any
more.” Something which in conservation at least is so very sadly lacking today.
Now it's all this cap-in-hand let the world piss all over us and we don't mind
attitude.
In those days there were nine die hard whaling nations left and now there are
just three. My fear is, especially as these right-wing governments become
increasingly powerful around the world, things could quickly turn around to
how they were then. And in the current climate of namby-bloody-pambyism
who's gonna stop them assuming ever it did? China is now exploiting the
world's oceans like it never has before. It knows, along with every other nation I
suspect, it can simply get away with whatever it likes and no-one but no-one will
even attempt to stop them.

Visible from space a Chinese fleet exploiting the seas around Galapagos.

It really is an abysmal situation. We've got the BBC, preaching at every
opportunity on how we can save the planet, whilst broadcasting to the world in
their oh so informative wildlife programmes the precise locations where the
oceans can be best exploited. China taking full advantage of that, as it would,
with the rest of the world sitting back and letting them get on with it.

So what's to be done? To do nothing surely sends out the worst possible
message. We might as well be saying the oceans are up for grabs to all comers to
do with as they like. Which of course they so obviously are. And why have
things changed so appallingly? Has money changed hands? Do the exploiters
have some kind of hold? I don't know what's happened but I do know there are
things going on none of us will ever hear about so we can only guess. But this
leaves our oceans in particular in an extremely vulnerable state indeed.
And OK I get it advancing technology and the general situation may have made
things that much more challenging out at sea. But as I also so rightly pointed
out at the time there's always more than one way to crack an egg and likewise
more than one direction of attack.

The Days of Real Conservation.

Please take a read.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_09709a02547c4a17adc138763d9e9f3d.pdf

Add your name to protect scalloped hammerhead sharks

Did you know wildlife trafficking and unsustainable wildlife and plant trade is a multibillion-dollar industry and a major threat to species in the U.S. and worldwide? Legal
and illegal wildlife and plant commerce is driving species decline, and in some cases,
posing a threat to human health.
Today Turtle Island Restoration Network joined conservation groups in releasing a report
of the 10 Species Threatened by the Wildlife Trade. The report includes the scalloped
hammerhead shark, which are caught and killed in commercial fishing gear meant to
catch other fish, like tuna or swordfish.
Help us save hammerheads and other innocent marine animals by signing our petition to
create one of the world's first bilateral marine protected areas.
Meat, fins, and extracts from scalloped hammerheads are in many consumer goods—
ground into pet food, and used in lip balm, sunscreen, anti-aging creams, and more.
Even though most of these hammerheads are protected by law, their meat ends up on
menus, often mislabeled as coming from another type of shark. A full 5 percent of fins
used in Chinese shark fin soup comes from hammerheads
Turtle Island Restoration Network nominated the scalloped hammerhead shark for the
report because we have been working to protect highly migratory marine species that
are threatened by industrial fishing in unprotected waters by promoting transboundary
conservation initiatives.

Right now, we're working to create one of the world’s first binational marine protected
area, known as the Cocos-Galápagos Swimway, to protect an underwater highway
between Cocos Island National Park in Costa Rica with the Galápagos Marine Reserve
in Ecuador that highly migratory species —including scalloped hammerhead sharks—
use to migrate.
Please add your name to our petition urging Costa Rica and Ecuador to create the
Swimway.
https://act.seaturtles.org/page/21989/petition/1
Your voice will ensure scalloped hammerheads and other innocent marine animals are
able to migrate safely, and will help put an end to wildlife trafficking and unsustainable
wildlife trade.
Turtle Island Restoration Network.

…........................................................................................................................
As we draw closer to the end of this strange strange year, it is time for the second Lynx
UK Trust newsletter. Work behind the scenes continues to march along at pace, and we
can’t wait until we’re in a position to share more with you. For now, here are some
updates on what we’ve been working on, and some next steps. It is all very
encouraging.
The big task - the license application itself
The work that goes into preparing a robust licence application is monumental. It
involves people from all walks of life - conservationists, ecologists, lawyers, local
landowners and many more. There is a huge amount of work that goes into it. It is no
small feat.
The good news is that we are almost there. We are in the process of reviewing the
documents and making sure that the t’s are firmly crossed and the i’s dotted. With a
view to submit soon, we are in a good place and are thankful for all of the hard work that
has been put in by so many people. And of course, thank you to all of you for the
continued support, which really does make a massive difference.
https://secure.everyaction.com/9xZA4zPWO0m7iAvPbf4H4A2
Lynx UK Trust.

LEAKED VIDEO EXPOSES HUNTING SMOKESCREEN BREAKING NEWS – Trail
hunting finally exposed as a lie

(Credit to the Hunt Saboteurs Association for exposing this)
Hunt saboteurs are members of the public who monitor hunts for illegal activity, doing
the job the police should be doing. They try and prevent hunts from illegally hunting wild
animals. The good guys.
LEAKED VIDEO BLOWS THE LID ON TRAIL HUNTING LIE
When the “Hunting with Dogs Act 2004” came into force 15 years ago, Hunts changed
their name to “Trail Hunts” as a guise and smokescreen to enable them to carry on
hunting wildlife. For 15 yrs, they have lied to the public, lied to police and lied in court
(perjury) claiming they do not hunt illegally and stay within the law.
Secretly filmed (by Hunt Saboteurs) online Zoom webinars run by the Hunting Office,
show evidence of the Hunting Lobby deviously plotting to commit perjury and actively
flout the hunting ban, bringing the legal system into disrepute.
Throughout the three hours of talks, hunts are clearly and repeatedly incited by leaders
of the hunting community (Lords and ex-police officers) to engage in massive criminality
and are shown how to present a smokescreen to anyone watching and filming on
hunting days.
At one point, an ex-police officer (Phil Davies) says “I hope no police officers are
watching”.
https://foxhuntingevidenceuk.com/writers-corner/leaked-video-exposes-huntingsmokescreen/

North Atlantic right whales are one of the world's most endangered whales.

They face a gauntlet of threats every day that are pushing them closer to extinction.
Make your year-end gift to support greater protections for North Atlantic right whales.
Fewer than 400 North Atlantic right whales remain alive. Human overconsumption
brought right whales to the brink of extinction in the nineteenth century. And now human
recklessness is putting them back into peril. Ship strikes and fishing gear entanglements
have killed more than 40 of these critically-endangered whales over just the past four
years.
These two threats to their survival have reversed progress made to recover these
whales–causing the population to plummet by 25 percent in less than one decade.
North Atlantic right whales are disappearing. Make your year-end gift today to support
increased protections against gear entanglements and vessel strikes. Most concerning,
a federal court ordered the government to come up with new guidelines to save these
whales, but did not restrict lobster fishing with buoy lines–the gravest threat to the
survival of these whales.
In 2021, we will advocate for greater urgency in protecting right whales from these
gruesome and painful injuries and deaths. There are technological solutions that would
allow for continued operation of lobster fisheries, but the industry has resisted change.
With crucial public pressure, a new administration may finally bring the hope that these
whales need. Please make your year-end gift today supporting grassroots organizing to
save North Atlantic right whales.
Thank you for your commitment to wildlife and wild places.
Leda Huta
Endangered Species Coalition.

This is their main threat as well as being hit by shipping.
….....................................................................................................................................
South African President Ramaphosa’s Alleged Secret Trophy Hunting Investment
Exposed by PETA

Well known animal rights organisation PETA US claims to have uncovered proof that
South Africa’s President Cyril Ramaphosa has invested heavily in the trophy hunting
industry in SA. PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) alleges the SA
President has carefully hidden his connections and investments in the controversial
industry… but his cover has been blown, they say, by an undercover operation after
PETA US investigators travelled to SA in 2020 to expose the President’s secret.
While conservationists in SA and around the world campaign to protect South Africa’s
wildlife, PETA US alleges that the country’s own President is “profiting off of these
different secretive and sordid animal enterprises” and “directly profiting from the trophy
hunting of his country’s most revered and iconic species”.
“There has long been speculation as to whether Ramaphosa supplies the hunting
industry from his Phala Phala Wildlife breeding operation in the Limpopo province,”
PETA told SAPeople in an exclusive interview. “Now, PETA US has uncovered proof
that he not only breeds and sells animals to be shot and killed but has also purchased a
stake in a hunting company called Tsala Hunting Safaris.”
In the video below, the manager of Ramaphosa’s Phala Phala game-breeding farm can
be heard confirming the link between Phala Phala and Tsala. A co-owner of Tsala
allegedly revealed to PETA’s undercover agent that Ramaphosa receives 50% of the
profits from all Tsala safari hunts since the President allegedly purchased 50% of the
company in October 2019.
Tsala has conducted hunts on a property called Diepdrift that President Ramaphosa
allegedly owns “and is developing and expanding for that purpose”, according to PETA’s
sources. Tsala, which also operates on other properties, offers hunts of 42 species
including the ‘Big Five‘ (leopard, elephant, lion, rhinoceros and buffalo), says PETA.
Tsala advertises on social media that it engages in “moral and ethical hunting” and
includes photos such as the below:

Tsala Hunting Safaris photos. PETA alleges that President Ramaphosa receives 50% of
the profit on Tsala’s hunts since allegedly purchasing 50% of the company in October
2019. Photos: FB/Tsala Safaris
PETA stumbled onto the President’s link to the hunting industry whilst investigating the
fate (deaths) of the Queen’s pigeons entered into the SA Million Dollar Race. During
that investigation, PETA US discovered President Ramaphosa’s own ambition to
establish a pigeon racing operation, and his apparent desire to keep it secret. This led
to undercover meetings with Ramaphosa’s pigeon loft manager who it transpired also
manages his alleged trophy hunting breeding operation, says PETA.
A South African PETA US investigator dug further and has discovered and documented
Ramaphosa’s “secret extended web of trophy hunting financial interests”. (SAPeople
has viewed several of these documents.) PETA claims despite permits for leopard
hunting not being provided by South African environmental authorities, Tsala is still
organising these hunts in Namibia and Mozambique. “The leopards are usually baited,
shot at night, and finished off the next morning if they are still alive. While hunting is
illegal inside the Kruger National Park, Tsala-arranged elephant hunts are common just
outside it, in private reserves. The elephants may be hunted in groups, which is also
illegal,” says PETA.
Lions for Tsala hunts apparently form part of the country’s notorious ‘canned lion hunting’
industry which has become a stain on South Africa’s conservation reputation, with lions
being bred and reared in captivity before being released onto fenced properties a
minimum of four days before they are hunted, with no chance of escape, says PETA.
Rhinoceroses are not advertised on Tsala’s website but a Tsala co-owner, allegedly
explained to an undercover PETA investigator: “It’s [a sensitive subject] because of the
poaching situation… if you say, yes, let’s go, let’s book it, I can probably get a nice big
rhino.” In another conversation (which appears in the video above), he says: “It is a very
sensitive subject, rhinos, to hunt, but obviously we will be very discreet and everything.
You can phone a few guys now, and you’d be able to get a rhino, you know quite easily.”

A Phala Phala employee looks on as a client from Europe holds a rifle. Photo supplied.
PETA’s ultimate goal is for President Ramaphosa to cut ties with what they term the
“cruel trophy hunting industry”.
PETA Founder Ingrid Newkirk says: “President Ramaphosa’s profiteering from cruelty to
animals and sheer bloodlust will disgust both compassionate South Africans and foreign
tourists. Unlike the animals so callously and often ineptly shot to death on his watch, he
can get out of the crosshairs by severing ties with trophy hunters. Lions, elephants,
buffaloes, and other animals are all individuals who feel pain and fear – they’re not
collections of body parts waiting to be mounted on some sicko’s wall.”
UPDATE: The Presidency has denied PETA’s allegation that President Ramaphosa has
a stake in trophy hunting company Tsala Hunting Safaris, but admitted that
Ramaphosa’s Phala Phala Wildlife has an arrangement allowing Tsala to hunt on its land
for animals (buffalo, impala, kudu, wildebeest) that would “in any event have been
culled” as part of wildlife management. However, following PETA’s allegations, in news
that will be welcomed by conservationists, the Presidency announced that Phala Phala
has given notice to Tsala to terminate the hunting relationship. The Presidency said:
“This decision is in line with Phala Phala’s commitment to sound conservation principles,
and its demonstrable compliance with ethical and lawful wildlife management
standards.”
https://www.sapeople.com/2020/11/19/ramaphosas-alleged-secret-trophy-huntinginvestment-exposed-by-peta/

…........................................................................................................................
Trophy Hunting's DIRTY Little Secret: Tanzania's Lions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kpd2vWI2V8

Top 4 DUMBEST Excuses for KILLING Predators.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qtk6TlmZic

The Paris Climate Accord is a disaster for America. It was designed to be.
President Trump can put this ill-begotten treaty out of our misery by submitting it to the
Senate for a vote.
CFACT senior policy advisor Paul Driessen lays out a detailed case at CFACT.org:
Article II, Section 2 of the US Constitution is simple and direct: “The President … shall
have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties,
provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur.” It served America well for 225
years...
Mr. Trump could and should submit the treaty to the Senate for its advice and consent –
and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell should quickly schedule a debate and
vote. Every Senator will have an opportunity to go on record: for or against a treaty that
would make the United States, and every individual state and family, subjects of
unelected, unaccountable UN and foreign powers.
President Trump should do this posthaste – thereby preventing another unilateral
executive action and what Government Accountability & Oversight lawyer Chris Horner
has described as a well-coordinated “climate litigation industry” plan to commandeer our
courts in an endless series of lawsuits to make every Paris Climate Treaty provision
legally binding on every US state, industry, business and family.
CFACT was at the UN climate conference in Paris when the agreement was adopted.
We've detailed the fatal flaws in the UN climate process for years.
Among the Paris Treaty's many egregious provisions is this whopper, it's called
"common but differentiated responsibilities." In plain English this means that nations
such as the United States must endure crippling blows to our economy, while nations
such as China get a pass. The impact would be to further shift manufacturing from the
U.S. to China. The fact that China's emissions (if that's your thing) are double our, and
growing rapidly, apparently doesn't enter into it.
It takes 2/3 of the Senate to ratify a treaty.
President Trump should put Paris to the test, which will likely put it to rest.
Craig Rucker.

Our Planet Now: State of the Planet. Only viewable in the UK.

This entire programme based itself on what the United Nations was going to say
or do about the world's ecological problems. But let's take a look at what the
UN's policies on palm oil are for example and see exactly what it is they're
about. Let's see how 'sustainable' the UN really is.
UN Palm Oil.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_7154e69b062e4248a94228f238a17885.pdf

All words of course so that we may all be lulled into this very false sense that
things are well enough and that everything's not so bad.
Why have they now only just decided to speak out about it? They've only been
around 75 years.
And wind farms? How do they even begin to think they can save the planet with
the exclusion of birds, bats and flying insects?
The United Nations officially came into existence on 24 October 1945.
https://www.un.org/en/sections/history/history-united-nations/index.html

The BBC is a corporate network broadcasting corporate agendas.

Some of the UK’s biggest supermarkets listened to our people-powered campaign
to pressure giant multinational corporations like Cargill to save the jaguars’ home.
People-power really does work, but before we congratulate ourselves - we’ve just heard
that Cargill, and pals are not taking their demands seriously.
The big supermarkets are meeting right now to decide what to do next. Will they stand
firm and follow through on their promises to take action on Cargill and other companies
destroying Latin American forests - or will they go back to normal and do nothing? Now
is the time to make sure we force them to keep their word. So here’s the plan. We will
send a letter from all of us to the big supermarket’s big bosses. Yes, that’s right. We will
send the bosses of the UK’s biggest supermarkets a letter demanding they take action but this letter will be signed by thousands of us.
Can you sign this letter and we will send it directly to the CEOs of the UK’s biggest
supermarkets?
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/savejaguarsnow-uk-letter
Mighty Earth.

Please also write to: media@cargill.com
….....................................................................................................................................
Now for something completely different.

“The mind is its own place, and in itself can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.” —
John Milton
“Chronic remorse, as all the moralists are agreed, is a most undesirable sentiment. If
you have behaved badly, repent, make what amends you can and address yourself to
the task of behaving better next time. On no account brood over your wrongdoing.
Rolling in the muck is not the best way of getting clean.” ― Aldous Huxley

So, let’s get started. If you can after what for most proved to be the most surreal
Thanksgiving let-downs ever. And all the while you were the most proud of actually
inviting relatives and friends to eat. The contact tracing turncoats and snitches be
damned!
The Twitter graffiti format? Let me explain the style of this presentation. During the
course of dedicated microblogging ventures via Twitter, I’ve issued agglomerations of
individual tweet storm quantum morsels and idea orts on a panoply of subjects in
quotidian frequency, burp gun splatter and slumgullion gumbo style. They’re connected
in theme at times but actually represent tiles of the mosaic. Put together or individually
they enjoy a singularity but the joy is in the critical mass compression that this provides.
(I trust.) The collective blast. The Gestalt. So, if you’ve the inclination and gumption,
gaze upon these stitched threads.
Are you sitting down? Here’s what’s going to happen in the immediate future. So pay
attention and bookmark it so you can refer to it from time to time. First, every triumphant
side will gloat and crow obnoxiously after their initial victory. You’ve done it, I’ve done it,
everybody does it. Relax. The next thing to happen will be that the radical left wants its
place at the table and to be heard and will insist that any and all victories were due in
great part to their activism. The established heritage DNC will disagree and internecine
battles will ensue and continue. MSM platforms will realize immediately that Trump was
their oxygen and sole broadcasting purpose.
Without Trump, they have nothing to say. It’s like NATO and Russia. No Russia, no
NATO. They will understand immediately the notion of symbiosis. Parasites die when
the host dies. CNN along with its cohorts are obligate parasites. Remember the adage,
the best parasite harms the host the least. Without its food source Trump they will have
to immediately look for new sources of nourishment. The same goes for social media.
They will rue the transition. It will immediately become even more obvious to you that
the GOP was most certainly Trump’s worst enemy. You always knew the rad left and the
heritage DNC hated him, that was a given. But you never really understood how corrupt
the GOP was who resented his power more than anyone. The GOP has no bench. No
successors. Because the last thing they want is another Donald Trump.
So while there might be some favorites who appear now and then on Fox News, the next
in line as far as the heritage GOP is concerned is somebody who’ll be mostly
unrecognizable to you. The country will benefit greatly from watching the mosh pit and
bloody scrum that the rad left and heritage DNC will be engaged in. It never had a
chance to listen to the breathtakingly incoherent message they have, so sit back for a
moment and let them make their demented case.
Joe Biden will be immediately replaced due to some sudden infirmity the moment he
starts to show reluctance to following the script. At his age especially and after what
he’s been through he will resent being told that he will not be able to steer the country in
his own way.

It will take one four-year election cycle for the country to grasp the rad left DNC. Covid
will be gone from our top of mind awareness. Vaccines will have proven problematic.
Businesses will never rebound and the fascist liberoid government thugs will be blamed
in great part. You must be patient and keep an eye out for what’s happening. It is
imperative that you understand election science and psephology. The biggest
impediment to your being able to grasp what is happening in your republic is the loud
and obnoxious voices from social media oafs.
And now, miscellany.
More damage than you could ever imagine has been done by self-styled overnight dime
store showroom window activists who scream pedophile every other word. They’ve
done more to damage legitimate efforts of the sincere activist than you could ever
imagine.
America, you simply have no idea of what the current stage of vaccine proliferation
entails. None whatsoever. But you’ll find out.
In less than 10 years prolific displays of tattoos will be considered unseemly, low rent
and laser removal boutiques will pepper the countryside.
Video games destroy humanity. They disassemble creativity, focus, purpose, identity
and replace thinking and thoughtful review with shock treatment entertainment and
slapdash stimuli. But you already knew that.
You will hate the electric car. And you will hate those individuals who talked about it for
so long and never explained to you exactly what you would be giving up in the
meantime.
President Trump has to make it very clear why #Section230 poses a clear and present
danger to the country. Unfortunately most Americans don’t understand what it’s about
and must be educated. And we will assist them.
Just as there are medical quacks, there are legal quacks. Lawyers and legal types who
propound the most ridiculous of theories and unproven legal potions for one reason and
one reason only: to promote their own social media platform and wealth. Beware of
them.
The current iteration of Republican and conservative commentary has nothing to do with
90% of the issues that really matter. The current crop of rightist luminaries rehash the
same agreed to script and 2021 will see a drastic departure from such as platforms
dissolve.
2021 will be the year of the conspiracy theory brought to you by what used to be called
the leftwing rad #FakeNewsMedia. They created such a level of interest on the part of
Americans as to what these dangerous theories involve that the demand for such will be
through the roof.

Now that the American people have been told that they aren’t going to be able to discuss
certain topics that have been deemed by social media masters to be unproven or false
or fake news, the list of verboten topics that are never to be addressed will grow
exponentially.
As we speak those who usually enjoy a certain degree of status in the media world have
no idea the cataclysm that is about to be experienced in terms of how streaming will
redefine everything that we know. They simply don’t get it and are reluctant to grasp the
reality of doom.
Listen, you don’t have to ever call Joe Biden your president. Or Carmelita Harris or
anyone for that matter. And if it makes you happy to tweet that in caps, fine. You’re
entitled. Whatever makes you happy and whatever provides a substitute for mass
traction strategy.
I recognize the fact that it gives some people psychological and emotional solace to view
lawsuits filed as some form of #TheKraken and that it inspires them and gives them
hope for some form of ultimate justice to right what they believe to be an inconceivable
wrong. I get it.
The primary focus and concern for President Trump right now is to do everything in his
power to see that Georgia goes GOP. Nothing else matters. More people than usual
will be unwilling to vote without him on the ballot. He has to address that and fix it.
The American public in particular has lost all concept of privacy. We have finally
succumbed to our captivity.
The best way for President Trump to defuse the discourteous and those in no way
inclined to report the news is to first understand that fact and then outsmart them with a
devilish form of conspicuous aplomb that will do nothing but rattle and confuse.
I will never believe as long as I live that Joe Biden won the election fair and square.
Never. And everyone knows that. I don’t need a lawsuit or an article or a pithy GIF or
social media meme to remind me of that fact.
President Trump must now and seriously consider his legacy and the recency effect,
where what’s presented last is remembered more clearly than that coming first
(primacy). Nothing will confound the radical left more than his graciousness and a much
publicized cooperation.
Follow @LynnShawProd and @lynns_warriors for a directed and laser-focused platform
of awareness, activism, legislation, information and the requisite tools for parents and
lawmakers alike to address humanity’s number one scourge. Follow and became a part
of the movement.
During our postprandial Thanksgiving fog we are slowly beginning to understand that
election 2020 is over, a transition of power will occur and thorough investigations and
discussions as to voter fraud will continue irrespective of inauguration and power
transfer.

I’ve never become more aware of the utility of social media than I have in the last 24
days. We’re now looking to new vote fraud court filings, PACER updates, dubious
complaints, all the while confusing initial allegations with that which will be ultimately
proved successful.
Say what you want about Jon Stewart. No, seriously. Say what you want.
I think it’s a great idea to stay away from as many people as possible whenever you can.
Permanently.
“I believe that, owning to men's folly, a world-government will only be established by
force, and will therefore be at first cruel and despotic. But I believe that it is necessary
for the preservation of a scientific civilization, and that, if once realized, it will gradually
give rise to the other conditions of a tolerable existence.” — Bertrand Russell
“You shall know the truth and the truth shall make you mad.” — Aldous Huxley
“And that (...) is the secret of happiness and virtue — liking what you’ve got to do. All
conditioning aims at that: making people like their unescapable social destiny.” — Aldous
Huxley
#FreeAssangeNOW And we mean it.
Assume that medical science determines that taking selfies is the leading cause of
COVID what do you think would be the response from Americans between the ages of
18 to 40?
The best way to guarantee that something is perceived as true is to deny the ability to
read about it.
Well, Andrew Cuomo’s correct in part. It’s not so much a “conservative“ majority as far as
this latest SCOTUS case goes, it’s this particular majority who seems to understand the
fundamentals of constitutional precepts.
In the history of the papacy you’d be hard-pressed to find anyone as contrarian as this
Pope Frank when it comes to personal liberty and free expression. He is the
handmaiden of the global tyrant.
My word to many: You have no idea what communism is. You couldn’t define it if you had
to. In your mind it’s some kind of leftist totalitarian something. You can’t explain the
economic theory behind it, nothing. It’s a word you use to describe bad people. So either
research it or say nada.
Stay committed, patriots. Lionel.

Let's Do This For Polly!
If you've not already done so please share, open the link and write your
messages to the pet-food manufacturers.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_e4ad32ba6c0147b58b589d24f3c052f1.pdf

This campaign has been a huge success but it needs to go to that next level in
order to get those artificial antioxidants removed. Whilst additives like
colourants and preservatives have been completely abandoned by many
companies the use of artificial antioxidants remain as prevalent as ever. The
manufacturers will reply by saying they are safe to use and that all additives are
strictly within EU permitted levels. Just write back and tell them you won't buy
their products until they're removed altogether.
Please do it for Polly and tell these companies to get this muck out of the
nation's pet-food once and for all. This is an ongoing campaign we'll be putting
out there until such time as we see significant changes.
…........................................................................................................................
Idaho opens first-ever swan hunting season.

It doesn't get much more disgusting than this. Idaho Department of Fish and
Game. Please write:
Julie.lininger@idfg.idaho.gov; brad.corkill@idfg.idaho.gov; MagicValley.Commissioner@idfg.idaho.gov;
clearwater.commissioner@idfg.idaho.gov; tim.murphy@idfg.idaho.gov; lane.clezie@idfg.idaho.gov;
derick.attebury@idfg.idaho.gov; Salmon.Commissioner@idfg.idaho.gov; rules@idfg.idaho.gov;

Voltarol: Active ingredient diclofenac. Highly toxic and not only to Vultures.
https://worldcowgirl.wordpress.com/2011/07/15/in-india-cattle-and-the-vulture-crisis/

Thanks to lobbying from them, diclofenac is now in widespread use as a
veterinary drug throughout the EU., knowingly endangering its Southern
European vulture populations. This company still continues with its TV. ads. so
please write to them even thought you may've done so several times before.

The tell-tale signs of diclofenac poisoning, the head hanging from its
drooping neck. A magnificent bird reduced to this pitiful state

http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=vultures+dying+from+diclofenac+poisoning&FORM=HDRSC2

Please click onto this link, download this image and send it to. Now owned by
GlaxoSmithKline. Please write to: community.partnerships@gsk.com; medinfo.uk@novartis.com

Each and every time you see this worthless piece of hype on the television send it
over to them and let's shame them off the box.
http://raptorpolitics.org.uk/2015/03/12/another-mass-poisoning-of-vultures-in-asia-atleast-20-himalayan-griffon-vultures-dead-in-india/
The VCF and its partners have been working on anti-poisoning activities, campaigns and
programmes in Europe. Please check the link below for more details.
http://www.4vultures.org/our-work/anti-poisoning/international-workshop-african-vulturespoisoning/

Concluding: We print any letters here from all sides of both arguments. So long
as it's relevant to the subject matters and provided it's not obscene we will print
it. If you disagree with anything that's been said, please write in. This is a
public arena so please feel free to have your say. Contact details will always be
withheld.
For details of other campaigns please visit http://cates1980.wixsite.com/cateswebsite
and go through the Projects pages.
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